
Mr. Mark Lynch 	 1/22/85 
122 Maryland 4ve., NE 
Washington, B.C. 20002 

Dear Mark, 

Hopefully by tomorrow the cold will have moderated enough for us to spare heat 
for my office and a copying machine I hope is not frozen. I'll make copies of the 
letter I began yesterday to DJ's Huff on the chance that several thing in it may be 
of use to you in other litigation. Jim Laser, to whom I'll also send a copy, can 
provide copies of this and any other Hudd letters to me that may be of use to you. 

First, they seem to be extending the decision in the field offices case to 
include any and all records, those not  within the litigation in particular. 

In my postscript I refer to it as ambulance chasing, but he rather openly 
aolicita additional litigation, and with regard to really ancient matters. My 
first request for records on or about me was about 10 years ago and of the 
Nosenko requests they do not ignore, in 1978 they wrote me that it wan being 
handled, then again more than a year ago. In fact the FBI only last week made a referral 
to INS.(Another Nosenko request was for merely what the PB1 had already disclosed. 
If remains ignored.) 

It is only by accident that some time ago 1  used my Ronnie Caire request as an 
illustration: I just stumbled on a copy of the appeal. Sttached to it are the FDI's 
records reflecting not only thtt they'd lied to me but that Caire was a registered 
foreign agent. Oswald had appled to him for a job in New Orleans and that appears to 
be the only job application the FBI did not investigate. Caire represented Auli7  
Castro Cuban and Oswald's symapthies were in the opposite direction. 

The lie on which they seek to defraud Jim of his fee in ray  Ming case (on 
remand, en bane petition not acted upon) is that they process my requests in 
order of receipt, along with others'. 

FYI, the personal record I sent Huff has the FBI reporting that Russian 
embassy staff visited me. Never happened. hust be a corruption of a tap when I was 
doing something asked of my by USIA and State. Earlier I sent Shea, who also aid 
nothing, an FBI record, also false, that I had a personal relationship with a 
citizen of the USSR in that embassy. Obviously there are underlying re/oords and 
as I recall in one instance were cited by number. 

1/23, FYI: I presume you are both 	 Sincerely, 
first-amendment types, so of the intercepted 
mail some never reached me and 4  learned about 
it only later. A dear friend hand carried a copy 
of my first book to a dear friend of his in Germany, 
with the major German publisher, Fischer. Fischer 
went for the book, kept writing me, with no letter returned to it or ever reaching 
me. in the end they returned that copy of the me., and it also never reached me. 
My mail to my tendon agent also was intercepted, and 1 have records on this and the 
consequences somewhere. I'm sorry these thing:; do not come to mind when I'm writing 
Huff, but I've been feeling, even for my present condition, weak and lousy except 
during my walking therapy, and that is when my mind returns to such matters. Please, 
what follows is to go no farthur, but the single dictabelt Hubbell admitted finding 
when she finally got to what should have been her starting point cannot possibly be 
the original dictabelt of that police-broadcast recording, the FBI has to know this 
and nonetheless conned the NAS panel comvoked by the AG (because it is outside FOIA) 
and thus corrupted its report. This found dictabelt will almost certainly have cross- 
talk on it from the second police channel, which is the basis of the panel's conclusion. 
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The significance of this may not be clear to 'lark but I'm sure it will be to Jim. 

It can have enormous consequences and it involves the induced defamation of a firm 

of scientists of pre-eminent reputation and expertise. This is why y offered to 

pay for the second dub, so _I can provide it. It can 'but not necessarily) be very 

important to the House of Representatives, where the request of the AG originated. 

I can think of no other explanation for the delay in providing what is outside any 

exemption and could not be more in the public domain. 
The office in which the recording and related records was found is the liaison 

office in Criminal, with the House and the scientific panel. 

The recording has to have been obtained by the Dallas FBI during the litigation 

in which Phillips wuore rya repeatedly to the contrary and was in his own division. 

It thus is both Dallas and FBIH14 and not res judicata, if they were to imam 

claim that, as Huff's letter can be taken to indicate. 

Separately, if it presents no problems for you, does this, if not also other 

matters of which you are both aware, provided a basis for going the new-evidence 

route? 
This is not the same as asking you to do something if it is. 

If you feel that you cannot or ought not tell me, can you refer to someone 

who can? 

Wine I think of it, reminded as I ma am by some of the above - and in this 

connection I remind Wark of what I once wrote him, of a prima facie case of E Howard 

aunt/CIA interference with my publishing - there were two interferences in England 

that I recall, and I think Jim is not aware of either because they were before we met. 

I have a file of relevant records in a box for university deponit, on the non-publishing 

history of my first book, which became ash a sensation and a best-seller. I planned a 

book on that tentatively titled, with an obscure composing room phrase, "Dick Daring 

in the Hellbox, or How I got Rich in Six kionths." ()A. private editor and Pocket 'ooks 

both made the prediction.) I was informed thatx when a fabulous woman, the baroness 

'-aura oudberg, introduced the book to the major oritish publisher, Collins, they 

went for it until Sir John Sparrow, reputedly a don doubling as spook, put the kibosh 

on it. (Don of All Saints, as I recall.) Then, while Andre Frewin was drafting a 

contract on it, he was, mysteriously, fed misinformation. He wrote me frankly about 

that and I'm sure L have the correspondence in that box. In this connection I'd 

appreciate it if Dlark asked his associate Adler to show him the CIA record Adler 

wanted and I sent him. Not as definitive, but as of potential relevante and significance. 

And ought not these records still be available to me from the CIA? In response 

to my repeatedly appealed) 19/1 requests? 



Mr. Richard L. Huff, Co-Director 	 1/21/85 
DIP 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

DeaiMr. Huff, 

Few experiences within my now not inconsiderable experiences with stonewalling 
bureaucrats is as unreal as your letter of 1/15/85. On the assumption that at the 
least it may be self-serving, 	be specific and detailed. And I begin by repeating 
still again, if you have any real questions, please ask them, instead of making speeches 
at me, 

Your concluding paragraph, which 4ithout regard to considerable correspondence 
between us, among other things, states thict"In your letter of November 17, 1984, for 
example, on page 5, paragraph four, you make a eequeut for raaords, which was not 
caught until the third reading of that letter." (From your reply it is not easy to 
believe that you read my letter once, leave alone three timela) 

I've reread my letter and I made lw request in it. A request, by the way, must 
be for existing records. I made several suggestiondv  all in keeping with the stated 
purposes of that letter, with which it begins. In the fifth paragraph of page five 
I made one of these suggestions, after disputing your claim already proven not to be 
in accord with the facts on numerous occasions, that all my appeals have numbers 
assigned to them. I restate this, with illustration, in that very paragraph, and 
I then seid, "I think it would be helpful to both of us if you would be kind enough 
to provide me with a list of them," the appeals. 

You do not address this, and instead you provide xeroxes of an assortment of 
cards that for the most part are, for reasons made specific on numerous occasions, 
without meaning to me. You refer to these (page 1) as "closed appeals." You can't 
even do a good job of cooking your own books becauee among them you have an active 
one that is the subject of recent correspondence, one to which yeu assigned a 1984 
number after I sent you a copy of one of the 1978 appeals I filed relating to that 
request. ("Chailleeetala th(frej- 	am.6ok-  god 4,,ri 7)teli 

And this also just happens to be one k.of many) ngl included in (your)"my letter 
13, 1984 ( which) included a list of all uour open appeals." 

So, you've inflated your statistics by assigning this a new number, but you 
did not make a list, ebich was a suggestion, not a request, and youave done nothing 
to reduce in any way the problem part of which you may have inherited but which 
you've magnified by wasting time for both of us while doing nothing at all to 
correct anything. 

MY paragraph to which you refer reminds you that "you do not have separate 
numbers for a number of appeals, " followed by an illustration, 25 requests, all 
appealed, *it about which " the department testified to the Senate that they would 
be taken care of." 

Aside from another efserving untruth, that I'm making new requests when I are 
not and keep referring to old ,ones you persist in ignoring, you conclude by complain-
ing that you can't understand whet I write, "I would like to request that you take 
some steps to make it easier for us to understand your letters." Now that you've read 
this particular one a-tet'leachres.-time,a, let us see precisely what it is that so 
taxes your comprehenSion and ability to comprehend. 

I'vtibeen referring to very old requests only and after reading the letter to which 
I respond, in which you admit that you have not yet _yegun to act upon 1978 requests, 
I asked in the first paragraph "if you are aware the T you are actually chinking 
that I am at the bottom of your list with regard to matters that are going on a (Wei& 

"Re: 84-8914 and Miscellaneous issues" (sic) 
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old?" It is very cold, that is very hard on me, I'm not able to use my own office 

(and thus apologize for worse than usual typing) but frankly, I'd expect a child, 

if not a lawyer, to have no trouble understanding this, and I am not inclined even to 

suspect that your claimed inability accounts for your failure to respond while making 

self-serving speeches. 

Farthur down on the sae page, where you refer to but a single fee-waiver 

appeal,I tell you there was another and say that if you have any questions, please 

ask them. Not only has this been the subject of separatd correspondence, including 

the appeal to which I referred earlier, you also have recent copies of such corres-

pondence. I do not know what you claim to have trouble understanding, but it certainly
 

ought not be the invitation to ask questions if you have any. 

I then ask if after all the recent correspondence, including some you referred 

to the FBI instead of acting upon, you are unaware of my appeals relating to my 

requests for records on and about me. Not understandable? And next I asked if it 

were possible that after notifying me of referral of my appeal from EOUSA withholding
 

to EOUSA "you have no record at all." You did answer this: you wiped it out witho
ut 

waiting for EGUSA not to respond, an it hasn't. These are "closed"cards you attach. 

And perhaps this is as good a point as any to pick up what I really wrote you for, 

which is quite the opposite of your misrepre5entation, to make new requests. I am 

quite specific at the top of page), that I 'take the time to clarify some of the 

mess your office alone has made." New 'equests, hr. Huff? You can't undernajtnd this? 

On page 2 I refer to other old requests, to what Mr. Shea reported and to what 

existed that is relevant and not provided. Not FBI but the DJ copy of the transcript 

of my testimony before the House patents committee. Is it House, patents, committee 

or testimony that you cannot understand? Or can it briwIgat this has not been pro-

cessed, as I suggested, and I'm sure you undersiat'Arnat the Nazi front I exposed 

was represented by a former AaG, Criminal? rt# 1441. 0eftiodir lyy 449Ja: 

Next I refer to another ignored appeal, part of my appeals relating to records aie  
on or about meyou do understand because you refer to that on your unnumbered page 2

, 

claiming that neither you nor the FBI has any record. This is not true, as my letter 

made clear:"My appeal . . . gave the numbers of the files for both Hoover's correspond
ence 

and the magazine, the latter the precise classification and file number." But if 

this were not true, as it is, and if the FBI had in fact made a real search to comply 

with my request, would not the search slip contain all it and you need? 4 

You say what is incredible about this, that you have no open 	appeals, 

with all I filed - was in fact asked to file - without any response at all. 

It is nice that the la,,yerWoriewing Hoover's Official and Confidential (which 

does not include Pdrsonal & Uonfiduntial)files is keeping an eye open. But I think 

it would be must less: troublesome and more productive if 11141101 you have the FBI 

give you its search slips abd then check all the 94 entries. And if you find none, 

ask for them, because they are not kimited to "research matters" and do relate to the
 

press, among other things. As14 previous and ignored and existing appeals st
ate. 

Jou keep aakiag for numbers I keep telling you wereVorisiMsiamed, as for 

example on page 3. Yet you ask again. And, as I've explained often enough before, 
when most of my appeals weae ignored it is obvious that I was given no numbers 

and thus cannot cite them. Other than to be self-serving, why do you keep repeating 

an impossible request of me? As an example of this, at the bottom of page
 4 I cite 

my Ronnie wire appeal, which, as I reminded you, I recall clearly by attaching it 

as an example in an affidavit. You do have it, with considerable attached documentati
on, 

yej' your letter manages not to mention this. What can't you understand in this example? 

On ,wigs 6 I ask why you have not yet gotten to my 147U appeals (which are not 



the oldest but wee mentioned) and an I to suppose that
 this, too, is-Zomething 

that exceeds you ability to understand Eyglish? And if
 not, why do you conclude your 

letter as you do, quoted above? 

I conclude by asking your authority to delegate your a
ppeals function to the 

component whose failure to comply is appealed, and I g
uess this, too, taxed your 

ability to understand. Ii not to make self—servib. spe
eches. 

I now return toyour letter of the 14"Ijahich clai
ms to respond to my quotations 

immediately above while either ignoring or msirepreeen
ting them, and my letters of 

November 20 and December 7, 1984. You ask what JFK ass
assination photographs 1  refer 

to and that, too, is the subject of afearate correspon
dence which you have, tracing 

that matter back to the FBI's ignored request of 1978.
 why not ask them for a change, 

yam being the at least supposed appeals officer. Have 
I not provided you with more 

than you want, so why continue to bug me to do your wo
rk and then claim not to 

understand simple English? this is a separate request
, E.4.2r the general disclosures 

and before the litigation. 

I beg to correct you, top of your seconniumbered page:
 the only records within 

the cited litigation tic are those said by the FBI to b
e within it. What the FBI did 

not iMclude and claimed was not included, just plain i
sn't. They can't have it both 

says. At least not yet. And not unless you are merely 
a rubber stamp. 

The wheels of justice sure grind slowly if, after tell
ing me in writing, of which 

I gave you a copy, the FBI was processing my Nosenko rieWaY least the 
unspecified 

one it referred0 to) it is only now getting around to 
	aElassification review. And 

the machinery of appeals, i2 there is any, moves 
as slowly, that having been appealed 

in 1976, too, and omitted from your supposedly complet
e listing of them this past 

November. Yoa do not say why the FBI has to c.;.o:lilet
p the processing before it 

Aey releases 	r-Intd partial relealreiris it normal pol
icy. Undess, of course, they are 

again staging one of their events. 

You appear, from what you state at this point, to have
 resources for nothing at 

all except self—serving speeches because, with a 1978 
appeal about which you have 

done absolurely nothing, you invite me to file suit. (
Aren(t you part of and an 

appointee of the administration that is supposedly cut
ting all unnecessary costs, like 

feeding the hungry, reducing medical benefots of the a
ged and not making loans to 

those who can't go to college otherwise? WhIlencourage
 unnecessary litigation to 

cover your own failure to perform your assigned duties
, acting on appeals. And 

attestedly the oldest first.) 

For the most part the xeroxes of cards, as I've told y
ou over and over again, 

mean nothing because, absent appeals numbers, I had t
o set files up by slOject, 

which you did not add. 

I'm not well and cannot continue now, but you do not i
n any way address my 

letter of the 7th of December. I provided your office 
with xeroxes of FBI records 

referring (falsely, it happens) to withheld infofmatio
n about me. God, man, what 

in the world else do you need? And I've cited this to 
you, personally, When will you 

summon4 the decency, if not the self respect, to stop 
beating up on an old man who 

is in poor health? Can't you muster even a shfed of sh
ame!!! 

Sincerely, 
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660.4 dvi,its 
What you lack in a sense of shame you more than make up fof with the ridiculous. 

Perhaps you do not fully appreciate the extent to which you have perfected it. 

You now tell me that with regard to Dallas/New Orleans records you rule out 

114160061, those "that either were or could have been adjudicated in thic litigation." 

You thus decide that was not litigated Aaa litigated anyway. / i,91. p, 1.44.24,4, 4-Pe urikb 1.4.144:0 

Again Ronnie Oaire is a convenient examples. I filed that request many years eiore 

I filed the lawsuit and, not surprisingly, the FBI lied in its response, denying the 

existence. of any records. Its basis for the lie was the search that disclosed their 

existence::records subsequently disclosed to me on their search and internal reporting. 

Now you never acted on that appeal, thelVew Orleans search slips do not include any 

Caire search, and if I understand what you are claiming correctly, it is that you take 

the position that any and all New Orleans (and Dallas) tiecords not included within 

the litigation, records not ever searched in it, nonethless are within it. How? 

Suppose I make a request for something not searched for and held by the FBI not to 

be within the litigation, are you now telling mey‘hat was lilt litigated LS rem 

.judicata, too? 

You do not lack delicacy of touch in the conclusion to this paragraph: ¶I 

will not mcgiix review again(sic) the Bureau's actions in that case." To the best 

of my tecollection, you have yet to "review" it for the first time. If I err will 

you please tell me when you so wrote me? 

You might also remind me of acme relevant record you had disclosed on appeal, 

after withholding by the FBI. Memory is fragile but my memory does not report a 

single instance of disclosure by you in your alleged "review." 

You misrepresent my September 26 lettetal0 I believe to obscure the fact that 

after many years, many appeals, including also to the FBI Dir,:ctor and the Attorney 

General by my counsel, the FBI still has not disclosed the records of which I require 

copies to be able to respond to them ("expunction.") I have been renewing this request, 

including of you, personally, each time I see another FBI record with reference to 

existing and withheld records — just withheld, without claim to exemption. Most 

recently I reminded you, personally, of its grass, deliberate and intendedly defamatory 

lie about my havirgg visitors from the Russian embassy. I've had no response from you. 

Or the FBI. With regard to this, where you took no action at all despite your high 

flown and self—serving rhetoric, you now tell me that "if you simply believe that 

our appeals actions have incorrectly dealt with such issues," 'dime I can just sue. 

But you took no "action" and you "dealt" with nothing at all. Do you really  

want me to take this relatively simple matter to court? And would you like me to 

include a few others like it, where I provided the FBI's own records establishing 

beyond question the existence of relevant underlying records that defame me? 

With further reference to my Nosenko requests, of which you manage to refer 

to one only, which happens to be the FBI's preference, too, you tell me that the FBI 

has received referrals back from the CIA. Is it possible that they failed to tell yog 

that with regard to this admittedly 1978 request!, which 1  was told years ago was 

being processed, the FBI has not told you that it is still making deferrals? I've 

just received notice from another agency, hence 1  know. And with the record of which 

you have a copy, hardly all of it, do you really believe that as the appeals officer 

and an official of this administration, you ought encourage me to sue on this, too? 

In all of this, aside from ambulance chasing, you appear to serve no function. You 

do nothing about appeals, after ages, and you tell people to just go ahead and clog 

the courts and waste their own time and money and that of the government. Now if I 

am unfair in this, you might send me something indicating that about two years ago when 

I sent you a copy of the Nosenko correspondence you even suggested to the FBI that 

under FOIA 1'78 really1,4 as long ago. earticularly in the light of the agency's representations 

in the mour . C4A4 44,2, 	Witliroki 	is 
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1/13/85  

The letter to which you claim to respond but do not begins with my wondering 
whether, despite your record of stonewalling, you really believe that you are acting 
in good faith. I believe that in the past I've suggeoted how you might make a demon-
stration that, while not proving it, might indicate at least some such intention. 
You did not take me up and instead you continue to stonewall and write self-serving 
speeches, Nonetheless, I repeat that proposal. I've sent you copies of FaI records 
based upon other, and in at least one instance cited, underlying records relating to 
me. This greatly exceeds any claimed backlog of which 1  am aware. In thinking of this 
I was reminded of part of an earlier such appeal to which thede was no response. Mr. 
Shea reported that the FBI had checked its electronic surveillances indices and I am 
not the subject of any. In response 1  informed him that it also indexes those heard 
or overheard and those mentioned, within the request but not searched. I am not 
pertain but I believe that Ms. Hubbell was present once when we disclosed this. 
Another aspect of surveillances never searched (and while I'm not 100r; certain 
I believe I raised with "r. Shea) is the mail interceptions disclosed by the 
Senate intelligence committee. What was intercepted includes at least some of my 
foreign mail and there was interception of some that was never delivered. It happens 
that some of this mail was by government (our's) request. All such information is 
within the initial request now about a decade old and many subsequent appeals. As 
I'm pretty certain 1  informed you pernonally some time ago, without response or 
to the best of my recollection, even acknowledgement, the FBI lied in a defamatory 
was about what its surveillances disclosed. Although your manpower pleas are not 
really relevant given the age of these matters, wh4 certainly have them at the top 
of any list, the manpower requirements are minimal for you. all you need do is ask 
the FBI to make the correct searches and establish that they are correct and complete. 

It has been some time since I asked you to ask the FBI to process the records 
related to the discovery of a Dallas police tape as soon as possible, that being 
the simplest kind of processing, in part because it might enable me to be more 
helpful. I have heard nothing. I would appreciate receiving this information promptly 
or some explanation for the delay, that also being an ancient matter. Also a matter 
about which the FBI has ample motive for stonewalling and not complying. This informa-
tion should include the identifying information on the recording. and, frankly, I see 
no reason at all for the delay in providing a copy of the recording itself because 
among other things the FBI has disclosed its transmcription and it is published. 

In this please bear in mind your encouragements of litigation, which t do not 
want. So, if there is any legitimate explanation of these delays, I solicit them. 


